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D On Day 1 of my job shadowing stay with CEED I was received by a group of CEED
a teachers and the educational centre Director Vicente Pascual who presented the
y educational offer of CENTRO ESPECIFICO DE EDUCACION A DISTANCIA. CEED is
located in the city of Valencia and is attended by around 4000 adult students and has got
84 teachers. The centre offers distance courses with a blended learning methodology.
1 The students are adults who attend face-to face lessons on a weekly basis and are also
supported by a Moodle environment. They offer A-level studies, language courses,
compulsory secondary education for adults, basic competences for adults such as digital
competence and higher vocational education in the field of finances, business,
international trade, hotel management and web design.

CEED ‘s educational offer in a nutshell

I had the chance to present LOGMAR and its educational offer as well as inform the group
about our town Rybnik, about the European projects of international cooperation that we
have implemented so far.
In the afternoon Ana García gave me an outline of the educational offer for adults in
Valencia and Rafa Olmos told me about the way they organize blended learning at CEED
with the use of the Moodle platform.
D I was asked to deliver the presentation on LOGMAR and Rybnik at the adjacent building
a of Berenguer which houses the secondary school for adults. As most of the teachers
y spoke little English I have developed my presentation by adding Spanish explanations and
comments to my ppp.
2 Agustí Pascua, Salomé Fortea and Gabino Vázquez were the people who told me about
the school strategy - focused on filling the gap that students have when they face the real
world of work. Students are provided with theoretical concepts but then they don’t really
know where to lead their professional paths. There is a gap between education and work,
between concepts and skills, between lessons and professional orientation which the
school is trying to fill up by increasing the students’ digital competence, multiculturalism
and knowledge of foreign languages.
Maria Luz Esteve introduced me into exe-learning to explain the ways
CEED teachers create learning materials for adult learners. I was impressed with the
amount of work all teachers perform to create materials and put them onto the Moodle
platform.
D Day 3 of my CEED job shadowing was unfortunately disrupted by my physical incapacity
a to attend the planned events. I was particularly looking forward to a visit to a penitentiary
y centre where CEED teachers prepare a few inmates for their Baccalaureate examinations
– a unique opportunity for me to see this type of educational event. A migraine headache
3 spoilt it for me. Other activities planned for the day can be put off to other dates.
D Fran Navarro introduced me into an innovative project implemented at CEED which is
a Evaluacion por tereas / Essesment by tasks. The materials I was shown for students of
y hotel management as well as the assignments given to students were of very practical
nature e.g. students were asked to design and plan in detail the organisation of a wedding
4 reception.The essesment by tasks turned out to be a very practical but also studentfriendly evaluation technique.
Sergio García told me what the school does to prevent the distant learning students
feeling lonely and abandoned starting from personal introductions on the Moodle platform
through face-to-face in-class meetings to explain all doubts and problems.
D Carlos Cacho showed me how CEED makes use of the European Commission Digital
a Competence Framework for Citizens with its eight proficiency levels to teach digital
y competences first of all to enable students to use the distant learning and further to
develop their competences to innovate education and training practices, improve access
5 to lifelong learning and to deal with the rise of new skills and competences needed for
employment, personal development and social inclusion.
Nuria Otero and Isaac Collado shared with me the artistic project which the CEED
students implement yearly “Per Amor a les arts” which this year is connected with the
image of a woman. A poster competition to announce the event was conducted and the
winning poster was displayed all over the school facility to invite to the performance on
23.04. What a pity I will not be here any longer to participate!
D In the morning Miguel Donoso showed me how they use the Moodle platform for the
a purposes of distant learning. He made me realize that apart from the framework provided
y by the platform, every teacher is self-responsible for creating, introducing teaching
materials as well as implementing the process of learning and final assessment. This
6 teaching methodology extends to teaching English as a foreign language which
emphasized for me José Jiménez – the teacher of English. Once again, I could see how
much extra work the CEED teachers do to created teaching materials. I have to admit to
very mixed feelings about it as with the rich variety of professional materials being
available both online and in printed versions, I have the impression of them forcing a door
which had already been opened long time ago. However, I was explained that it is the
matter of copy-rights that is involved.

In the afternoon Pablo Vercet and Miguel Donoso literary flooded me with web 2.0
instruments which they use for creating attractive online materials. I felt overwhelmed with
the richness and think it will take the rest of my free time to try at least some of them!!

D To give me a bit of a rest from the IT methods and techniques, Vicente Pascual – the
a CEEP director took me to the country where we visited EPA Segorbe and Jérica – two
y adult education centres where the local teachers told us about the organization of adult
informal education, English language education being one of them.
7 Maria Teresa Martí Arnándiz – the English teacher shared with me her problems with
motivating local adults to learn English ( which is free for adults in Spain!) and we both
agreed that people do not always appreciate what they get for free. I shared with Maite
the experience of the intergenerational PLEASE project I implemented in partnership with
Spain, Portugal and Greece and we agreed to plan a new common project in the future.
The countryside of Valencia charmed me with its orange and lemon orchards. Absolutely
unforgettable experience !!
Helios Borja, the centre director and also the history of art teacher, showed us the local
treasure – the cathedral museum of valuable manuscripts of historical value.

Our host Helios Borja – the teacher of the history of art – shared with us
information of the local culture.

D Today I have met three students from Slovakia, Greece and Turkey who have just started
a their European Voluntary Service stay with CEEP Valencia. Mojca Bajec, Nikoletta
y Dasopoulou and Onur Kaptan have recently arrived and are still finding their way around
CEEP. No wonder! I can understand their problems. Onur is hoping to learn Spanish while
8 he is in Valencia and we both participated in a full-time lesson of Spanish as a foreign
language which although took place in a classroom, made use of the Moodle platform and
the audiovisual aids.
As Juan Luis Cisneros and Eva Rodrígues – the teachers of Spanish as a foreign
language explained, Spanish ( Castiliano) is taught at A1 and A2 levels to migrants using
the distant learning methods and also blended learning methods. The class attendance is
optional, as the school policy is very flexible in that respect taking into consideration the
fact that with the work&family duties, adult learners have very little time for learning.
Inés Martínez – the philosophy teacher introduced me into CEED Equality Plan Attention
to diversity and educational inclusion plan and ways the plans are
practically
implemented. Inés made me realize how open and pro-student the CEED is. I was full of
admiration when she told me how extensive and flexible the inclusion plan was - taking

into account the students’ linguistic needs, economic situation, life situation, physical
disabilities and specific educational needs.
There is a special refugee program, host activities for students who enroll for the first time
at the center, shelter activities for students at risk of social exclusion.
D Out-of-town visit to Sagunto made it possible for me to experience Spanish RENFE. I set
a off early on an early morning train from Estación del Norte in the direction of Barcelona to
y get off at Sagunto where Raquel Torres was waiting for me to take me to the Official
School of Languages. The English teacher of the school showed me how they use the
9 Moodle platform to prepare students at C1 and C2 level for the official examinations. Once
again I asked myself whether the teachers’ work to create their own materials, was worth
the time.

…where I learnt a few Moodle platform tricks

Isaac Collado and María E. Martínez showed me a wonderful facility available for all
CEED teachers – a video preparation centre. Video is a powerful tool used all the time by
CEED teachers while introducing teaching materials onto the Moodle platform, while
giving instructions, while explaining doubts and clearing out problems.

D Another visit – this time to CEFIRE Centro de formación de profesorado / Teachers’
a Professional Development Centre where Paco Real – director of the centre – took us
y around showing the library and technical resources of the facility. I had a chance to talk to
the teacher of English in the adult education school in the same building. From the
1 displayed information, I found out that CEFIRE are very active in international EU projects
0 for disabled people.
Time to sum-up the job shadowing stay with CEED. Elena Ortiz, Vicente Pascual sat
down with me at the round table for the final feedback on both sides. We discussed the
possibilities of future cooperation of our organizations. I was handed in the Certificate and
a unique hand-made ceramic tileas a present from Vicente Pascual… and the last picture
with Elena Ortiz – the CEEP Project Coordinator, Vicente Pascual – the CEEP Director

WHAT SURPRISED ME AT CEED VALENCIA
- to find out that the Valencian is a language completely different from Castillano Spanish
and that it is taught at schools as the first language; as the locals stressed on various
occasions, it is NOT CATALAN!
- my idea of blended learning i.e. traditional classroom learning supported by online
resources in case of CEED turned out to be online / distant education supported by
occasional in-class meetings

I WAS IMPRESSED BY
- the hard-working creative teachers who spend long hours preparing teaching materials for
the Moodle platform;
- the innovative project “Evaluation through tasks” which is so successful specially with
vocational courses for adults as it is the quintessence of practical learning for life;

- the project “Per amor a les arts”/ “For the love of the arts”
- the CEED plan of the attention to diversity and educational inclusion plan which
showed to me that the Centre is as open and as flexible for adults as possible; the
only way I could call is was “education á la carte”; “Given the heterogeneity of the
students and the diversity of the educational offer, the CEED offers a diversified, open and
flexible system adapting both to the different teachings and to individual differences and the
rhythm of each student”
- the video room where teachers can prepare short video films for their Moodle lessons
- the eventful job shadowing stay programme which Elena Ortiz had prepared for my stay; I
had a chance to meet and work with about 20 teachers, 3 SVE volunteers as well as people
from other adult education centres which let me have an even wider picture of the adult
education in Valencia, Spain.

The Valencian citizens are proud of their cultural heritage and wear the regional
costumes on various occasions.

